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We consider the Lie derivative along Killing vector fields of the Dirac relativistic spinors: by using
the polar decomposition we acquire the mean to study the implementation of symmetries on Dirac
fields. Specifically, we will become able to examine under what conditions it is equivalent to impose
a symmetry upon a spinor or only upon its observables. For one physical application, we discuss
the role of the above analysis for the specific spherical symmetry, obtaining some no-go theorem
regarding spinors and discussing the generality of our approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

In differential geometry, the Lie derivative is a fundamental tool to implement a given symmetry upon an assigned
tensor field. In the case of spherical symmetry, for instance, it is by means of such a differential operator that one is
able to prove that scalars can depend only on the radial coordinate or that vectors cannot have any angular component.
While the Lie derivative is well-defined and it applies on tensors of whatever rank, its extension to spinors seems to
be affected by some ambiguity. The Lie derivative of spinor fields was introduced by Lichnerowicz in the 1960s [1],
and systematized by one of his students shortly later [2]. A treatment that gives a more geometrical meaning can be
found in [3]. However, in the 1980s, Penrose and Rindler gave a different definition [4]. A comparison between the
two approaches and a discussion of the differential geometry that lies at their bases are in [5, 6] and [7]. The feature
that is common to all treatments, however, is that when the Lie derivative is taken along the Killing vector fields,
that is along the generators of one-parameter group of local diffeomorphisms that preserve the metric of the manifold,
all above definitions seem to converge to one unambiguous form. This form is the one that we are going to employ.

In our work, the Lie derivative of spinor fields will be investigated by means of the polar decomposition. The polar
decomposition is the process in terms of which a complex function can be written as the product of one module times
one phase. Because one particular complex function is the wave function, such polar decomposition allows us to write
quantum mechanics in a form that contains only objects like density and momentum in what is called hydrodynamic
form. In presence of spin and even more for relativistic processes, the wave function becomes a doublet (allowing
both helicities) or a quadruplet (allowing both helicities and chiralities), and therefore the polar decomposition would
have to be done in terms of several modules and phases. However, in a spinor field, the 4 different complex spinor
components mix between each other under rotations and boosts, with problems for manifest covariance. A way to
write the polar decomposition of spinors in the relativistic case that is also manifestly covariant is possible [8, 9].
Indeed, introducing suitable quantities called tensorial connections, one can have the polar decomposition of the
Dirac spinor fields extended to include differential structures [10], and therefore the dynamics [11]. Having obtained
the covariant derivative of Dirac spinors in polar form one can then write their Lie derivative in polar form.

The polar formalism, then, will allow us to obtain a decomposition of the Lie derivative of the spinor in terms of
the Lie derivatives of its spinor bi-linears. As a consequence, we will be able to see whether the implementation of
symmetries upon a spinor or upon its observables are equivalent or not.

As an application to a physical situation of large interest, we will focus on the example of stationary and spherical
space-times. These back-grounds have been considered in presence of spinor fields in order to obtain exact solutions
for compact objects or in cosmology [12–26]. So far there does not seem to be a general consensus, since some solutions
may be found but they actually do not correspond to a full spherical symmetry of the spinor or on the other hand
some no-go theorems are proven but they actually involve specific choices limiting their generality. In the following we
will see that stationary spherical symmetry cannot be imposed onto spinor fields via Lie derivative, then no solution
can be found. We will discuss how general our results in fact are as they do not involve the choice of any tetradic
structure and they remain valid for whatever external interaction.

The paper is organized as follows: in section II we will recall the definition and main results about the Lie derivative
of spinor fields; in section III we will present a summary of the polar form of spinor fields; in section IV we will study
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the polar form of the Lie derivative finding the condition under which a symmetry implemented upon the spinor
bi-linears of a spinor is equivalent to requiring that symmetry implemented upon the spinor as a whole; in section V
we apply the above results to the case of spherical symmetry, discussing a possible no-go theorem.

II. LIE DERIVATIVE OF SPINOR FIELDS

To begin, we recall some generalities on the Lie derivative of spinor fields ψ. As we have anticipated in the
introduction, we will follow the definition of [1, 2] given by

Lξψ=ξµ∂µψ+
1
2 (Lξek)

ασ k
α ψ (1)

where Lξek is the Lie derivative of the k-th vector ek of the basis of tetrads that we are using to move from coordinate
(Greek) indices to world (Latin) indices. The Minkowski matrix ηab is used to move world indices up and down. Also,
we used the convention for which σik=[γi,γk]/4 where γa are the Clifford matrices. Expression (1) is writeable as

Lξψ=ξµ∇µψ+
1
4 (∂ξ)αβσ

αβψ (2)

with (∂ξ)αν := ∂αξν−∂νξα and ∇µψ denotes the spinor covariant derivative performed by means of the Levi-Civita
spin connection. Now, it is known that from a given spinor field one can form spinor bi-linear quantities that are
real tensors (for example, with ψ denoting the adjoint spinor, Uα=ψγαψ is a true vector). This means that the Lie
derivative of spinor fields can be used to induce a corresponding Lie derivative on their spinor bi-linear tensors fields.
In the case of the vector Uα=ψγαψ we have

Lξ(ψγ
αψ)=Lξψγ

αψ+ψLξγ
αψ+ψγαLξψ =

=
[
− 1

4 (∂ξ)νρψσ
νρ+ξµ∇µψ

]
γαψ+ψLξγ

αψ+ψγα
[
ξµ∇µψ+

1
4 (∂ξ)νρσ

νρψ
]

(3)

and after some re-arrangement

Lξ(ψγ
αψ)=ψLξγ

αψ+ξµ∇µ(ψγ
αψ)− 1

2 (∇
νξα−∇αξν)(ψγνψ) (4)

in which the identity [σνρ,γα]=gαργν−gανγρ has been used and where we have written the curl explicitly. On the
other hand, the Lie derivative of a vector can be expressed as LξU

α=ξµ∇µU
α−Uµ∇µξ

α. For the Uα above

Lξ(ψγ
αψ)=ξµ∇µ(ψγ

αψ)−(ψγµψ)∇µξ
α. (5)

Comparing (4) and (5) we see that

ψLξγ
αψ= 1

2 (ψγ
νψ)∇νξ

α− 1
2 (ψγ

νψ)∇αξν−(ψγµψ)∇µξ
α=− 1

2 (ψγνψ)(∇αξν+∇νξα) (6)

identically. As a consequence, the definition of Lie derivative of spinors and tensors and the procedure from which we
form tensors from spinors are all compatible with each other if and only if

ψLξγ
αψ=− 1

2 (ψγνψ)(∇αξν+∇νξα) (7)

which is always true if ξ is a Killing vector [3]. Hence, we will always assume that

Lξγ
α=0 (8)

leading to the fact that Lie derivation and spinor bi-linear combinations will always be mutually consistent.
Given a spinor field ψ and a Killing vector field ξ we will say that the spinor is strongly Lie-invariant if

Lξψ=0 (9)

holds. Instead, when all spinor bi-linears are Lie invariant along ξ we say that the spinor is weakly Lie-invariant.
Along a Killing vector field, strong Lie-invariance implies weak Lie-invariance. What we wish to discuss in the present
work is whether strong and weak Lie-invariance can be equivalent.
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III. SPINOR FIELDS IN POLAR FORM

In the previous section we have established the convention we will follow about spinors and Clifford matrices γa

defined to be such that {γa,γb} = 2Iηab and from which σik = [γi,γk]/4 are the generators of the Lorentz group.
With the identity 2iσab = εabcdπσ

cd one can implicitly define the fifth gamma matrix, which here we will indicate
with π (the reasons for this convention are that there is no justification for the index five since we are not here in
pentadimensional spaces and that denoting it as a gamma with no index would make it impossible to distinguish it
from a normal gamma in which the index has been suppressed for compactness. The choice of the letter pi for π stands
for parity or projector much in the same way the choice of sigma for σab stands for spin). By exponentiation of the
generators of the Lorentz group we get an element of the Lorentz group Λ and so we can define the element of the spin
group as S=Λeiqα where α is the phase accounting for the gauge transformation of q charge. The general property
of such transformations is that they verify SγaS−1 = ΛγaΛ−1 = γb(Λ−1)ab where (Λ−1)ia(Λ

−1)jbηij = ηab so that,
according to the usual denominations, (Λ)ij is the real Lorentz transformation, Λ the complex Lorentz transformation
and S the spinorial transformation. The spinor field is an object that transforms under a spinorial transformation S
according to ψ→Sψ and ψ→ψS−1 where ψ=ψ†γ0 is the adjoint procedure.

With this pair of adjoint spinors, we can construct the spinor bi-linears

Σab=2ψσabπψ Mab=2iψσabψ (10)
Sa=ψγaπψ Ua=ψγaψ (11)

Θ= iψπψ Φ=ψψ (12)

which are all real tensors. As is clear they are not all linearly independent and in fact we have the relation

Σij=− 1
2ε

abijMab (13)

showing that the two antisymmetric tensors Σij and Mab are the Hodge duals of one another. Additionally, one has

Mab(Φ
2+Θ2)=ΦU jSkεjkab+ΘU[aSb] (14)

showing that if Φ2+Θ2 ̸=0 then also Mab can be dropped in favour of the two vectors and the two scalars. Axial-vector
and vector with pseudo-scalar and scalar are also not independent since

2UµSνσ
µνπψ+U2ψ = 0 (15)

as well as

UaU
a=−SaS

a=Θ2+Φ2 (16)
UaS

a=0 (17)

and in the case in which Φ2+Θ2 ̸=0 we can see that the axial-vector is space-like while the vector is time-like.
Throughout this paper we will systematically deal with spinor fields for which Φ2 + Θ2 ̸= 0 called regular spinor

fields (spinors for which Φ≡Θ≡0 are called singular spinor fields, or flag-dipole spinors, and they are of considerable
interest [27], since they are a class that contains also Majorana and Weyl spinors). In this case, it is always possible
to write any Dirac spinor in polar form which, in chiral representation, is given as

ψ=ϕ e−
i
2βπ L−1

 1
0
1
0

 (18)

for a pair of functions ϕ and β and for some L having the structure of a spinorial transformation (that is, L has
mathematically the same structure of S) [8, 9]. Then

Θ=2ϕ2 sinβ Φ=2ϕ2 cosβ (19)

showing that ϕ and β are a real scalar and a real pseudo-scalar, called module and chiral angle. We can also normalize

Sa=2ϕ2sa Ua=2ϕ2ua (20)

where ua and sa are the normalized velocity vector and spin axial-vector. Then (15) and (16-17) reduce to

u[µsν]σ
µνπψ+ψ = 0 (21)
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and

uau
a=−sasa=1 (22)
uas

a=0 (23)

showing that the velocity has only 3 independent components, which could be identified with the 3 components of its
spatial part, whereas the spin has only 2 independent components, which could be identified with the 2 angles that,
in the rest-frame, its spatial part forms with the third axis. As for the matrix L we can read its meaning as that of
the specific transformation that takes a given spinor into its rest frame with spin aligned along the third axis. We
have already said that L has mathematically the same structure of S but it is also important to specify that from
a physical perspective they are very different. In fact, while S denotes the most general spinorial transformation,
L is that special spinorial transformation that takes a generic spinor in its simplest rest-frame spin-eigenstate form.
Metaphorically, if the spinor were to be a top spinning on a table then S would tell how to move from the fixed
system of reference in which the table is at rest to the rotating system of reference in which the top is at rest while
L would tell how the top is spinning. For spinors in polar form, their 4 complex components, or 8 real functions,
are re-organized in such a way that the 2 real scalars ϕ and β remain isolated from the 6 parameters of L that can
always be transferred into the frame and which are thus the Goldstone fields of the spinor. In fact, the Goldstone
fields we have here for the spinor play the same role played by the Goldstone bosons in the Standard Model for the
Higgs field. The 3 velocities and 2 angles amount to a total of 5 parameters in the Lorentz transformation, and since
the phase adds 1 parameter, the full spinorial transformation has a total of 6 parameters. Or in alternative, one
could count 1 parameter for the phase plus 6 parameters that Lorentz transformations have in general, for a total of
7 parameters, then subtract one parameter that is redundant, due to the fact that the gauge transformation and the
rotation around the third axis have the same effect on the spinor, as is clear from (18). To continue the parallel with
the Standard Model, recall that the U(1)×SU(2) gauge group has a total of 4 parameters, but the hypercharge and
the third component of the isospin combine to form a single parameter. Finally, to conclude this parallel, remark that
here the frame in which the spinor is at rest and with spin aligned along the third axis is analogous to what in the
Standard Model is for the Higgs field the unitary gauge [10].

Now, in general, the spinorial covariant derivative is defined according to

∇µψ=∂µψ+Cµψ (24)

in terms of the spinorial connection Cµ which is itself defined by its transformation

Cµ→S
(
Cµ−S−1∂µS

)
S−1 (25)

where S is the spinorial transformation. This spinorial connection can be decomposed according to

Cµ=
1
2C

ab
µσab+iqAµI (26)

where Cab
µ is the spin connection of the space-time and Aµ is the gauge potential. Because in general

L−1∂µL= iq∂µζI+ 1
2∂µζijσ

ij (27)

for some ζ and ζij that are precisely the Goldstone fields of the spinor. Then we can define the quantities

Pµ :=q(∂µζ−Aµ) (28)
Fijµ :=∂µζij−Cijµ (29)

which are proven to be real tensors. From (18) and (28-29) we get

∇µψ=(− i
2∇µβπ+∇µ lnϕI−iPµI− 1

2Fijµσ
ij)ψ (30)

as the polar form of the covariant derivative. By taking this form and contracting on the left with ψγk we get

ψγk∇µψ=Uk∇µ lnϕ− i
2∇µβS

k−iPµU
k+ i

4Fijµε
kijqSq − 1

2Fijµη
kiU j (31)

whose real part is simply

∇µUk=2Uk∇µ lnϕ+ U jFjkµ. (32)
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This can be written as

∇µ(2ϕ
2uk)=2ϕ2uk∇µ lnϕ

2 + 2ϕ2ujFjkµ (33)

and so

2∇µϕ
2uk + 2ϕ2∇µuk=2ϕ2uk∇µ lnϕ

2 + 2ϕ2ujFjkµ (34)

where the derivatives of the module eventually cancel. Therefore

∇µuk=u
jFjkµ (35)

as a general identity. The same is true for the axial-vector. In conclusion, we have

∇µsi=Fjiµs
j ∇µui=Fjiµu

j (36)

which are valid as general identities. These last two identities imply in turn the validity of the relation

Fabµ≡ua∇µub−ub∇µua+sb∇µsa−sa∇µsb+(uasb−ubsa)∇µuks
k+ 1

2Fijµε
ijcdεabpqscuds

puq (37)

which can be written as

Fabµ=ua∇µub−ub∇µua+sb∇µsa−sa∇µsb+(uasb−ubsa)∇µuks
k+2εabiju

isjVµ (38)

for some vector

Vµ :=
1
4Fijµε

ijcducsd (39)

that cannot be specified in terms of covariant derivatives of velocity and spin. Finally, we can write (30) with (38) as

∇µψ=[− i
2∇µβπ+∇µ lnϕI−i(Pµ−Vµ)I−(ua∇µub+sb∇µsa+uasb∇µuks

k)σab]ψ (40)

having used 2iσab=εabcdπσ
cd and (21). After that the Goldstone fields are transferred into the frame, they combine

with spin connection and gauge potential to become the longitudinal components of the Pµ and Fijµ tensors. The
Pµ and Fijµ objects, therefore, have the same information content of spin connection and gauge potential while being
real tensors, and it is for this reason that they are called space-time and gauge tensorial connections. In this, the
tensorial connections we have here are the geometric and electrodynamic analog of the weak bosons W±

ν and Zν of the
Standard Model. Velocity and spin can only determine 5 parameters of L and so their derivatives can only determine
20 components of Fijµ with the 4 missing components corresponding to rotations around the third axis encoded by
the F12µ component. Because for rest-frame spin-eigenstate spinors it is u0=1 and s3=1 it follows that 2Vµ=F12µ

and thus the missing components are encoded in the Vµ vector. Alternatively, one can count the 24 components of
the space-time tensorial connection plus the 4 components of the gauge tensorial connection, totalling 28 components,
and subtract the four components that are redundant, due to the fact that Vµ and Pµ act identically on the spinor
field, as is clear from the structure of (40) [10].

It is also important to notice that the relations

Rαρµν=−(∇µFαρν−∇νFαρµ+FακµFηρνg
κη−FακνFηρµg

κη) (41)
qFµν=−(∇µPν−∇νPµ) (42)

are valid as geometric identities, which means that the Fabµ and Pµ tensors can be respectively seen as gauge-invariant
and covariant potentials of the Riemann curvature Fαρµν and the Maxwell strength Fµν in general.

Due to the importance of the tensorial connection, and specifically the space-time tensorial connection Fabµ we
now give further comments about its geometrical interpretation. To this end, let us suppose to perform the pointwise
tetrad transformation given by

êi=Λi
ae

a êa=Λ i
a ei (43)

where Λ i
a denotes a suitable real Lorentz transformation and Λi

a=(Λ−1) i
a is its inverse. Real Lorentz transformations

are tied to the corresponding complex Lorentz transformation (or spinorial transformation) L by the requirement

LγjL−1Λi
j = γi (44)
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where both real and complex (or spinorial) transformations have the same parameters, which are in general functions
of the space-time coordinates. Because of the change of trivialization induced by the real Lorentz transformation, the
spinor field ψ undergoes the corresponding spinorial transformation

ψ̂=L(Λ−1)ψ (45)

by construction. In the same way, a spin connection Ωij
µ on the space-time transforms according to

Ω̂ij
µ = Ωhk

µΛ
i
hΛ

j
k − Λjs ∂

∂xµ
Λi

s (46)

in which we have denoted Λjs = Λj
tη

ts for brevity. In particular, we consider the flat spin connection whose coefficients
Ωij

µ are zero in the frame where the spinor is at rest and with spin aligned along the third axis, which in the parallel to
the Standard Model we will call the unitary frame. Correspondingly, we will call such spin connection the Goldstone
connection. After the transformation (43), in the new tetrad êi the Goldstone connection is

Ω̂ij
µ=−Λjs ∂

∂xµ
Λi

s (47)

and identity (27) can be written as
1
2Λ

js∂µΛ
i
sσijL=∂µL (48)

where L = L(Λ−1) is the matrix appearing in equation (45). Indeed one has
1
2Λ

js∂µΛ
i
sσijL= 1

8

[
∂µ(Λ

i
sγi),Λ

jsγj

]
L= 1

8

[
∂µ(LγsL

−1), ηstLγtL
−1

]
L =

= 1
4∂µ(LγsL

−1)(LγsL−1)L=∂µL+ 1
4Lγs∂µL

−1Lγs=∂µL (49)

in view of identities γs [γi,γj ]γ
s=0 holding in 4 dimensions. From (48) we derive the relation

Λjs ∂

∂xµ
Λi

s

1

2
σij=

∂L

∂xµ
L−1=−1

2

∂ζij

∂xµ
σij (50)

and because of the linear independence of the σij matrices we conclude that

∂ζij

∂xµ
= −Λjs ∂

∂xµ
Λi

s (51)

as a general relation. The space-time tensorial connection is defined as

F ij
µ =

∂ζij

∂xµ
− Cij

µ (52)

where Cij
µ denotes the Levi-Civita spin connection. Making use of equations (47) and (51) we can re-write (52) as

F ij
µ = Ω̂ij

µ−Cij
µ (53)

which represents the difference between the Goldstone connection and the Levi-Civita spin connection, clarifying the
tensor nature of the quantity F ij

µ and its meaning. More precisely, it is evident that the tensor Fabµ identifies with
the contorsion tensor of the Goldstone connection. In such a circumstance, the conditions that the vectors ui and si
must satisfy (36) is the same as requiring that both vectors ui and si verify

∇̂µu
i = 0 ∇̂µs

i = 0 (54)

that is they are constant with respect to the Goldstone covariant derivative.
Having constructed all kinematic objects we need, we are able to outline the dynamics of Dirac fields in polar form.
It is seen that the Dirac equation

iγµ∇µψ−mψ=0 (55)

can be written equivalently in polar form as [10]

∇µ lnϕ
2+F ν

µν −2P ρuνsαεµρνα+2msµ sinβ=0 (56)

∇µβ+
1
2εµανιF

ανι−2P ιu[ιsµ]+2msµ cosβ=0. (57)
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Making use of expression (38), (56-57) become

∇µ lnϕ
2+uµ∇iu

i−sµ∇is
i−uν∇νuµ+s

ν∇νsµ+(uµs
ν−uνsµ)∇νuis

i−2(P ρ−V ρ)uνsαεµρνα+2msµ sinβ=0 (58)
∇µβ−εµανβuα∇νuβ+εµβναs

β∇νsα+εµαβνu
αsβ∇νuisi−2(P ν−V ν)u[νsµ]+2msµ cosβ=0. (59)

For simplicity, let us introduce the notations

2Zµ :=∇µ lnϕ
2+uµ∇iu

i−sµ∇is
i−uν∇νuµ+s

ν∇νsµ+(uµs
ν−uνsµ)∇νuis

i (60)
2Yµ :=∇µβ−εµανβuα∇νuβ+εµβναs

β∇νsα+εµαβνu
αsβ∇νuisi (61)

so that the Dirac equations in polar form can be expressed in the more compact form

Zµ−(P ρ−V ρ)uνsαεµρνα+msµ sinβ=0 (62)
Yµ−(P ν−V ν)u[νsµ]+msµ cosβ=0. (63)

Taking (62) multiplied by εµηπτuπsτ plus (63) multiplied by u[µsη] gives

P η−V η=m cosβuη+Yµu
[µsη]+Zµuπsτε

µπτη (64)

in which the vector P η−V η has been made explicit. Because ∇iS
i=4mϕ2 sinβ [11], the classical limit Si→0 implies

also β→0 so that (64) reduces to P η=muη showing that Pη is the momentum of the particle. The general expression
(64) is therefore an extension of the momentum so to include the spin. Hence, the vector Pµ−Vµ can be interpreted
as the most general momentum after the redundancy between gauge and rotation around the third axis is removed.

The Dirac field has energy tensor given by

T ρσ= i
4 (ψγ

ρ∇σψ−∇σψγρψ+ψγσ∇ρψ−∇ρψγσψ) (65)

which in polar variables becomes

T ρσ=ϕ2(P ρuσ+Pσuρ+sσ∇ρβ/2+sρ∇σβ/2− 1
4F

σ
αν sκε

ρανκ− 1
4F

ρ
αν sκε

σανκ) (66)

where (30) was used. By plugging now (38) we obtain

T ρσ=ϕ2[(P ρ−V ρ)uσ+(Pσ−V σ)uρ+sσ∇ρβ/2+sρ∇σβ/2−
− 1

2sκuα∇
σuνε

ρνκα− 1
2sκuα∇

ρuνε
σνκα]. (67)

As is clear from the treatment of the dynamics in polar form, the vector Pµ−Vµ has a very special role and such a
special role will become even more prominent when the Lie derivative of spinor fields will be considered.

IV. LIE DERIVATIVE IN POLAR FORM

In section II and III we have respectively defined the Lie derivative of spinor fields (2) and the spinor field covariant
derivative (40) and it is our goal now to combine the two. Substituting (40) into (2) one gets

Lξψ=−iπψLξβ/2+ψLξ lnϕ−σαρψu
α(Lξu)

ρ−σαρψs
ρ(Lξs)

α−σαρψu
αsρsν(Lξu)

ν +

+[ 14 (∂ξ)µν(g
αµ−uαuµ+sαsµ)(gρν−uρuν+sρsν)σαρ−iξµ(Pµ−Vµ)I]ψ (68)

where the Lie derivative of vectors and scalars was used. It has now become evident how employing the polar
decomposition has enabled us to write the Lie derivative of the Dirac spinor in terms of the Lie derivative of the
spinor bi-linears. In fact, this was made possible by expressing the covariant derivative of the spinor (appearing in
eq. (2)) in terms of the covariant derivative of the tensor and pseudo-tensor quantities that characterize the spinor
in polar form. Then using the well-known relationship linking Lie derivative, covariant derivative and torsion (null in
our case), we were able to obtain the final equation (68).

Eq. (68) allows us to answer the question with which we have concluded section II: that is, along Killing vector
fields, the strong Lie-invariance amounts to the weak Lie-invariance plus the additional condition

[ 14 (∂ξ)µν(g
αµ−uαuµ+sαsµ)(gρν−uρuν+sρsν)σαρ−iξµ(Pµ−Vµ)I]ψ=0 (69)

which, however, is not of immediate meaning, yet. To work it into a simpler form, define

ωαρ := 1
2 (∂ξ)µν(g

αµ−uαuµ+sαsµ)(gρν−uρuν+sρsν) (70)
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so to write (69) in the more compact form

[ 12ω
αρσαρ−iξµ(Pµ−Vµ)I]ψ=0. (71)

Multiplying on the left by ψσab and taking the real part gives

1
2εabijω

ijΘ−ωabΦ−2(Pµ−Vµ)ξµMab=0 (72)

where 2{σab,σcd}=(ηadηbc−ηacηbd)I+iεabcdπ with (10) and (12) were used. This last expression has Hodge dual

−ωabΘ− 1
2ω

ijεijabΦ−(Pµ−Vµ)ξµM ijεijab=0 (73)

so that by adding (72) multiplied by Φ to (73) multiplied by Θ one gets

−ωab(Θ
2+Φ2)−2(Pµ−Vµ)ξµ(MabΦ+ 1

2M
ijεijabΘ)=0 (74)

and after using (14) one eventually obtains

−ωab−2(Pµ−Vµ)ξµujskεjkab=0 (75)

as a real tensorial relation that is certainly simpler than the initial (71), although in the process of deriving it we may
have lost information. To see that we did not, let us take (75) written so to have ωab explicit. We can then see that

[ 12ω
αρσαρ−iξµ(Pµ−Vµ)I]ψ=−(Pµ−Vµ)ξµ(ujskεjkabσab+iI)ψ (76)

and by employing once again 2iσab=εabcdπσ
cd and (21) one sees that

−(Pµ−Vµ)ξµ(ujskεjkabσab+iI)ψ=−i(Pµ−Vµ)ξµ(2ujskσjkπ+I)ψ=0 (77)

showing that (71) is valid. Because (71) is implied as well as implies (75), the two are equivalent. Using in (75) the
definition (70) we reach

1
2 (∂ξ)µν(g

αµ−uαuµ+sαsµ)(gρν−uρuν+sρsν)=−2(Pµ−Vµ)ξµuηsπεηπαρ (78)

which is antisymmetric in its two free indices and with no projection along velocity and spin vectors. Due to its
antisymmetry and the fact that it takes values in a bi-dimensional plane, it has one single independent component,
and so it is with no loss of generality that we can multiply it by uσsτεσταρ to get

1
4 (∂ξ)µνsτuσε

µντσ=2ξµ(Pµ−Vµ) (79)

as a real scalar relation that is the simplest we can get and which is the equivalent of (69). Thus, we have proven the
Theorem - Let ξ be a Killing vector field and ψ a Dirac spinor: the validity of the relationship (79) is a sufficient

and necessary condition for the weak Lie-invariance to be equivalent to the strong Lie-invariance of ψ along ξ.
Because the equivalence of strong and weak Lie-invariance is subject to condition (79), and since this condition

depends on the vector Pµ−Vµ, it would be interesting now to discuss (79) more in detail.
In a variational approach, the energy of a free spinor field in flat space-time, in Cartesian coordinates, is the conserved

current of the symmetry given by time translations. Within the Lie analysis, time-independence is implemented by
the Killing vector field

ξ=

1
0
0
0

 (80)

as well known. Because this means ∂ξ=0 we have that (79) is reduced to ξµ(Pµ−Vµ)=0 identically. Hence

Tρσξ
ρξσ=ϕ2ξρsκuαu

µ∇µξνε
νρκα=0 (81)

because of weak Lie-invariance and again the fact that ∂ξ=0 identically. Therefore, time-independence gives not only
energy conservation but also energy vanishing, when condition (79) happens to be verified.

In this case, while strong Lie-invariance is mathematically possible, it may be dynamically too restrictive.
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V. SPHERICAL SYMMETRY

In the previous sections we have found the condition under which weak and strong Lie-invariance are equivalent to
each other and discussed that this condition might be too restrictive on dynamical grounds. This means that in very
general situations there is no equivalence between weak and strong Lie-invariance, so that only the weak Lie-invariance
should be required to implement a symmetry on a given system, if we want to embrace the less restrictive case.

However, even the case of weak Lie-invariance may lead to contradictions in some cases. One of these cases is that
of spherical symmetry. In this situation in fact, the Killing vector fields, in spherical coordinates, are given by

ξ0=

1
0
0
0

 ξ1=

 0
0

− cosφ
sinφ cot θ

 ξ2=

 0
0

sinφ
cosφ cot θ

 ξ3=

0
0
0
1

 (82)

and therefore the metric is

gtt = e2A grt=e
(A+B) sinh η grr = −e2B gθθ = −e2C gφφ = −e2C | sin θ|2 (83)

where A = A(r), B = B(r), C = C(r) and η = η(r) are generic functions of the radial coordinate. Notice that the
case η→0 is the one for which the metric becomes diagonal, implementing the passage from stationary to static case,
while the restriction C → ln r makes the metric reduce to Schwarzschild-like space-times. The weak Lie-invariance
implies that the scalars ϕ and β can only be functions of the radial coordinate and that the vectors uα and sα can
only have the time and radial components and that these are functions of the radial coordinate, or explicitly

ut = eA cosh (α+η) ur = −eB sinhα (84)
st = eA sinh (α+η) sr = −eB coshα (85)

where α=α(r) and in which the constraints (22) have also been taken into account. We notice that for η=0 the case
α→0 is the one for which we find ourselves in the spinor rest frame and with spin aligned along the radial axis. The
invariance for parity is implemented by the diffeomorphism θ→π − θ which gives ∂θ′/∂θ=−1 and a Jacobian with
negative determinant. Thus, the vector components remain the same apart from uθ→−uθ while for the axial-vector
components we have st →−st and sr →−sr as well as sφ →−sφ with the elevation component now being the only
one that is not affected. We can already see from (85) that the conditions st→−st and sr→−sr cannot be satisfied.
More in general, for the spherical symmetry any transformation that involves only an angle must leave unchanged all
objects depending only on the radial coordinate. All those objects that would change sign under parity but which
would also have to be left unchanged due to spherical symmetry are therefore parity-odd constant functions, and so
they have to vanish. Beside the angular components of vectors, which are already zero, we must also have that st=0
and sr =0 as well as β =0 have to be imposed. The two conditions on the components of the spin now mean that
the full sν =0 so that sasa =0 and this is incompatible with the fact that sasa =−1 so that a contradiction arises.
Because this condition is a scalar condition, it does not depend on the spherical coordinates we have chosen, and thus
the result is general. So, in spherical symmetry, even weak Lie-invariance is a mathematical impossibility.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have highlighted the role of the polar decomposition of spinors in discussing their Lie derivative along
Killing vector fields, clarifying the relationship between the Lie derivative of the spinor and that of its observables.
After introducing the notions of strong Lie invariance (that is the vanishing of the Lie derivative of the spinor) and
weak Lie invariance (that is the vanishing of the Lie derivative of all the spinor bi-linears), we have singled out the
condition under which the two notions are equivalent.

As an example, we have proved that no spinor field undergoing spherical symmetry via Lie derivative can be defined.
Because the proof has been obtained in terms of scalar conditions employing polar variables at the kinematic level,
the result does not depend on the chosen coordinates or tetrads nor any interaction.
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